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“I have always struggled with fractions.”



Foundational fraction ideas
• Three powerful ideas 
oFoundational for learning fractions with understanding
oMay seem simple, but are complex

• Emerge in children’s thinking for a variety of problems



Powerful idea #1: Naming fractions

• How does this idea show up in children’s thinking? 

The name of a piece of a whole is determined 
by how many of those pieces fit into the whole



Salaya – 3rd grade  4 friends are sharing 5 energy bars so that each 
friend gets the same amount. How much can each friend have? 



Salaya – 3rd grade  4 friends are sharing 5 energy bars so that each 
friend gets the same amount. How much can each friend have? 



Salaya: So they each get 2.
T: 2 what? 
Salaya: 2 and one half energy bars. 
T: …. So if I’m one of those kids, can you 

show all of the amount I would get? 
Salaya: (showing in her picture) 2. You would 

get a whole and a half. 
T: I see where the whole is… Tell me 

about what you named this piece.
Salaya: A half … because it’s part of the energy 

bar.

Salaya – 3rd grade  4 friends are sharing 5 energy bars so that each 
friend gets the same amount. How much can each friend have? 



Salaya represented a whole with a model and partitioned the 
model into four equal pieces but did not associate the name of the 
piece with its relationship to the whole.



Salaya represented a whole with a model and partitioned the 
model into four equal pieces but did not associate the name of the 
piece with its relationship to the whole.

Each piece is “a half”



Divine – 4th grade  5 kids want to share 3 pop tarts. How much should 
each person get, so that each kid gets the same amount?



Divine – 5th grade  5 kids want to share 3 pop tarts. How much should 
each person get, so that each kid gets the same amount?



T: So how many fifths would it take to make a whole? …
Divine: 5 fifths. 

T: If you gave me all my pop tart, my 3 fifths, and I put it 
on a plate—a fifth from that first pop tart, a fifth from 
the second one, and a fifth from the third one—
would I have more than a whole pop tart or less than 
a whole pop tart? 

Divine: Less … Because, the way I cut it was fifths, not 
thirds… ‘Cuz the 3 fifths that they have is 1, 2, 3, and 
then that looks like it’s cut in thirds but it’s not, 
because you still need the 2 other ones [to make a 
whole].

Divine – 5th grade  5 kids want to share 3 pop tarts. How much should 
each person get, so that each kid gets the same amount?

3/5 of a pop tart



Divine represented a whole with a model and partitioned the 
model into 5 equal pieces. She named the pieces based on how 
one piece related to the whole.

Start with whole pop tarts, make 5 
equal pieces in each



Divine represented a whole with a model and created five equal 
pieces. She named the pieces based on how one piece related to 
the whole.

Each piece is 
1 fifth of a pop tart 

because it takes 5 
pieces to make

the whole

3/5 of a pop tart



Mark – 4th The zookeeper has 28 sticks of wood to feed 16 
rhinoceroses. How much wood can each rhinoceros get, if the wood is 
shared equally with the rhinoceroses?

1 stick of wood 
distributed to each rhino

the remaining
sticks of wood

1 stick of wood shared 
among all 16 rhinos gives 
1/16 of a stick of wood to 
each rhino

final answer



Mark – 4th The zookeeper has 28 sticks of wood to feed 16 
rhinoceroses. How much wood can each rhinoceros get, if the wood is 
shared equally with the rhinoceroses?

Mark did not model the 
whole and instead 
represented the whole 
with the number “1” 
and divided it by 16 to 
create the fraction 
1/16. What does this detail 

show us about Mark’s 
understanding of naming 
fractions? 
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The name of a piece of a whole is determined 
by how many of those pieces fit into the whole

Powerful idea #1: Naming fractions



• How does this idea show up in children’s thinking? 

A whole can be seen both as one whole and 
as a collection of same-sized unit fractions

Powerful idea #2: 
A whole as a collection of unit fractions



3rd grade  Speedy the turtle eats 1/6 of a cucumber every day. How 
many cucumbers does she eat in 26 days? 

Kien’s strategy

A cucumber is both one whole 
and a collection of 6 one-sixth 
sized pieces of cucumber



Elijah’s strategy

3rd grade  Speedy the turtle eats 1/6 of a cucumber every day. How 
many cucumbers does she eat in 26 days? 

What do the details of Elijah’s strategy 
show us about his understanding of one 
whole as a collection of unit fractions? 



Elijah’s strategy

3rd grade  Speedy the turtle eats 1/6 of a cucumber every day. How 
many cucumbers does she eat in 26 days? 

A cucumber is both one whole 
and a collection of 6 one-sixth 
sized pieces of cucumber

What do the details of Elijah’s strategy 
show us about his understanding of one 
whole as a collection of unit fractions? 



Your turn! Speedy the turtle eats 1/6 of a cucumber every day. How 
many cucumbers does she eat in 26 days? 

Becca’s strategy

What do the details of Becca’s strategy show us about her understanding of 
one whole as a collection of unit fractions? 



3rd grade  A baker wants to make some pink frosting for cakes. She is 
going to mix 3 7/8 cups of white frosting with 5/8 of a cup of red 
frosting. How much pink frosting will she have? 

• How might a child’s understanding of a whole as a collection of 
unit fractions be used in solving this problem? 



Tyson’s strategy

3rd grade  A baker wants to make some pink frosting for cakes. She is 
going to mix 3 7/8 cups of white frosting with 5/8 of a cup of red 
frosting. How much pink frosting will she have? 

A whole cup of frosting is both 1 cup and a 
collection of 8 one-eighth sized cups

1 cup can be decomposed into 
7 one-eighth sized cups and 1 one-eighth sized cup



Your turn!

Nora

A baker wants to make some pink frosting for cakes. She is going 
to mix 3 7/8 cups of white frosting with 5/8 of a cup of red 
frosting. How much pink frosting will she have? 

What do the details of 
Nora’s strategy show us 
about how she used 
her understanding of a 
whole as a collection of 
unit fractions? 



Powerful idea #2: 
A whole as a collection of unit fractions

A whole can be seen both as one whole and as 
a collection of same-sized unit fractions

Nora

Becca

Kien



Powerful idea #3: 
Unit fractions and equivalence

• How does this idea show up in children’s thinking? 

Unit-fraction equalities are foundational to 
understanding fraction equivalence



Gabriel—3rd grade   There are 2 kids who are going to share 6½ 
quesadillas. How much should each kid get?



• What details provide evidence of Gabriel’s 
understanding of unit-fraction equalities?

1/4 + 1/4 = 1/2 is a 
unit-fraction equality relationship

“Half of a half is a 
fourth”

Gabriel—3rd grade   There are 2 kids who are going to share 6½ 
quesadillas. How much should each kid get?



Gabby—4th/5th     1/4 + 1/4 + 1/4 = b✕ 1/8



Some clues about Gabby’s understanding of unit fractions and 
equivalence:
• “I know 1/8 is half of 1/4”
• “If you multiply 1/8 by 2 that’s 1/4, and 3 twos would be 6”

2 x 1/8 = 1/4
2 x 1/8 = 1/4
2 x 1/8 = 1/4 

1/8 is half of 1/4

1/8 ✕ 2 = 1/4

Gabby—4th/5th     1/4 + 1/4 + 1/4 = b✕ 1/8



Powerful idea #3: Unit fractions and 
equivalence
Unit-fraction equalities are foundational to 
understanding fraction equivalence

2 x 1/8 = 1/4
2 x 1/8 = 1/4
2 x 1/8 = 1/4 



Three powerful fraction ideas

Unit-fraction equalities are foundational to 
understanding fraction equivalence

A whole can be seen both as one whole and as a 
collection of same-sized unit fractions

The name of a piece of a whole is determined by 
how many of those pieces fit into the whole

I never thought of the unit fraction to be 
honest with you.  … I'm gonna be working 
with unit fractions a lot to build that 
understanding.  So that was powerful. 



Implications of the three powerful ideas for 
instruction? 
• Foundational for all fraction concepts and operations

• Importance of attending to the details of children’s thinking 
during instruction

• Variety of story problems (and equations) for developing 
children’s understanding



More sessions on our fraction work!
TUESDAY 11:15 – 12:15
Considerations for Selecting Fraction Story Problems

o Gladys Krause and Naomi Jessup

TUESDAY 1:15 – 2:15
Lessons Learned about Supporting Teacher Learning

o Vicki Jacobs, Susan Empson, and Dinah Brown

WEDNESDAY 8:30 – 9:30
Selecting Strategies for Whole Class Discussion

o Amy Hewitt and Rebecca Wilbern

WEDNESDAY 11:00 – 12:00
Exploring Children’s Thinking with Colleagues

o D’Anna Pynes

QUESTIONS?


